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in: Novels, 2018, Halo: Bad Blood, Canonical Media Edit Comments Share Halo: Bad Blood is a halo novel released on June 26, 2018. It is written by Matt Forbeck, author of previous novels halo, Halo: New Blood and Halo: Legacy of Onyx. [2] Official Description[edit - modifying the source] A few hours after their climate battle on the
planet Forerunner Genesis, the Blue Team Spartans and Fireteam Osiris find themselves running for their lives from the malicious machinations of the now renegade Cortana artificial intelligence. But even as they try to stay one step ahead, trouble seems to find the Spartan Edward Buck, no matter where he turns. A secret mission
adopted by the Naval Intelligence Bureau could eventually help turn the tide, and Buck reluctantly agreed to reform his former team, Alpha-Nine. Because if the band is really getting back together for this one, it means everyone, including the Spartan who Buck never wants to see again, the one who committed the ultimate betrayal of trust
...'' - Official Description[1] Characters[edit source] Gallery [edit - modify source] Full coverage without text or logo. Add a photo to this gallery Sources[edit - edit source] Novels 2018 Halo: Bad Blood Canonical Media Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Get the group back on its feet. Halo: Bad Blood
is a printed novel by Matt Forbeck that is part of the expanded halo universe. This is a sequel to Halo: New Blood and takes place after Halo 5: Guardians.A few hours after their climate battle on the planet Forerunner Genesis, the Blue Team Spartans and Fireteam Osiris find themselves running for their lives from the malicious
machinations of a renegade artificial intelligence. But even as they try to stay one step ahead, trouble seems to find the Spartan Edward Buck, no matter where he turns. A secret mission adopted by the Naval Intelligence Bureau could eventually help turn the tide, and Buck reluctantly agreed to reform his former team, Alpha-Nine.
Because if the group really gets together for this one, it means everyone, including the Spartan that Buck never wants to see again, the one who committed the ultimate betrayal of trust. The Bad Guy Wins: Cortana not only secures Hole in the Wall and its method of hiding from the galaxy as a whole, but has conquered most of the galaxy
already. Big Bad: Cortana has taken over much of the galaxy with the power of his compatriot A.I. Bittersweet Ending: Cortana manages to track down Hole in the Wall and conquers it with a Guardian. Our heroes barely manage to escape. On the other hand many of the colony's scientists escape, bringing with them the possible
knowledge of how to fight the Created. Easily forgiven: Probably Mickey, who never changes his opinions at the slightest and betrayed the team in the previous book. Buck asks him to be reinstated Spartan-IV. The Heavy: Leonides serves as the secondary antagonist of the book, being the A.I. who served as supervisor of the Spartan-IV
program. Late Arrival Spoiler: Cortana is the Big Bad of Halo 5: Guardians. Putting the tape back together: The point of the book is to go up Alpha Nine (without Rookie) to take Cortana. Buck and Veronica Dare are finally doing the knot. Your terrorists are our freedom fighters: Pretty much the point of the book that the insurgency has
become a potential ally against Cortana. ←Previous 1 2 3 ... 20 Then→ help section or contact us, I met Veronica in the designated ship bay, at a condor ship called Foxtrot 111. A Condor was a bigger ship than I thought we needed for the whole of Alpha-Nine, but it wasn't like we could call for an upgrade or even supplies once we hit the
road. Veronica had stocked it with enough supplies to keep a full fire crew fed and operational for more than a month. In addition, the vehicle had an armoury on board filled with a variety of rifles, pistols and ammunition, as much as we should shoot down an entire battalion of forerunner soldiers. If we went through all this, nothing else
could save us. The Condor looked a lot like a pelican, although it was a good bit longer and bigger. The most important difference was that the Condor had a slipspace drive, which the Pelican didn't. This meant that we could handle the interstellar travel we were going to need, since Infinity wasn't going to caress us. Veronica was dressed
in black, light armor from head to toe, the same Recon variant armor she had worn back when we fought through New Mombasa in '52, probably equipped with the latest ONI technology. It may not have been an active cover-up, but it did the trick. She had already put away her gear, and she was checking the ship before the flight. Where
did we go first? I asked that I slipped on board and put my own equipment away. Romeo first. Once we have it, we will worry about the rest. I sighed. Do we really need him? I mean, I understand Mickey, but ... If Mickey turns against us, who will have our back? She was right. I thought about talitsa today when Mickey betrayed Romeo
and me. Without Romeo, Mickey would have made me die. It's that I've always been closer to Mickey. Romeo was a disgusting and arrogant pain in his back. Mickey was humble, diligent, and always took the job seriously. I had never doubted him before. I guess that's why his betrayal hurt so much. And he had stuck me alone with
Romeo, which only makes me resentment. That was at least one reason why I asked to be moved from Alpha-Nine. We could have brought in some new Spartans to fill the fire crew and continue. Many good soldiers had through the ranks of Alpha-Nine back in our days ODST, after all. But honestly, my heart had not been in it. When you
are the leader, the rest of the team must trust your judgment. After Talitsa, Romeo and I couldn't get along. Maybe I had blown it so badly by relying on Mickey that I felt like I had lost my mojo. Maybe Captain Lasky was wrong about me. Anyway, I felt like I wasn't going to be able to lead a team again, not with the confidence it needed -
until I dealt with that. And now I was there, about to get in the saddle and do it anyway. I asked Veronica, So you know where Romeo is, don't you? He's on a planet called Balaho, she says. Belonged to the Alliance. This is Unggoy's home world. I crumpled my nose. You must be joking. Is he stuck on a planet full of grunts? I've been
thinking. Again, couldn't have come up with a better guy. We haven't been able to reach him since Cortana's message. However, according to our relays, it seems that the Unggy on Balaho chose to live under his reign in exchange for his protection. And we fly in this? Does this seem exactly safe for you? Maybe. If they agreed to her
terms, she probably didn't send a Guardian to pacify the planet, meaning it's probably safer than anywhere else. We won't know until we get there. In any case, we will be sure to be prepared to blow up an emergency space by the time we arrive. Otherwise, if there is a Guardian in the area, we are considering the shortest operation in onI
history. I have to say, you really know how to sell me this. We're not building a holiday home there, Buck. It's a puzzle job. We go, we get Romeo, and then we go out. So we know where he is? He may be a big man surrounded by little Grunts, but it's still a whole planet. We have to figure out where to break before we can catch. Romeo
was stationed in the capital, which should limit the possibilities a little. Also, keep in mind that the Unggy bought in the Cortana case. Balaho is not blackened like Sanghelios or Earth. We will try to raise it on the comm first. I gave him an ironic smile. I'm sure it'll be that simple. I joined Veronica to help Veronica complete the checklist
before the flight, which seemed like a luxury given how many times I had to jump into a pilot's seat and take off as fast as I could. I felt good knowing that I could trust a even though I couldn't trust the people who were going to take him on board. An original novel in the Halo universe and based on the New York Times series of best-selling
video games! A few hours after their air conditioning battle on the planet Forerunner Genesis, the Blue Team Spartans and Fireteam Osiris find themselves running for their lives from the malicious machinations of the now renegade renegade Cortana intelligence. But even as they try to stay one step ahead, trouble seems to find the
Spartan Edward Buck, no matter where he turns. A secret mission adopted by the Naval Intelligence Bureau could eventually help turn the tide, and Buck reluctantly agreed to reform his former team, Alpha-Nine. Because if the group really gets together for this one, it means everyone, including the Spartan that Buck never wants to see
again, the one who committed the ultimate betrayal of trust... ISBN-13: 9781501128257 Publisher: Gallery Books Publication Date: 06/26/2018 Series: Halo Series, #23 pages: 352 Turnover: 69,855 Product Dimensions: 5.20(w) x 7.70(h) x 1.00 (d) I bought this book because Halo 5: Guardians ended on a huge cliffhanger, and I didn't
want to wait until the next game to see what happened next. This book begins by telling us how Fireteam Osiris and Blue Team escaped Genesis, met Dr. Halsey on Sanghelios, and then returned aboard Infinity. From there, Buck meets Dare, who puts him on a mission to hand over the whole group of Halo 3: ODST. The only person we
don't see from Alpha-Nine is the rookie, who was KIA during the same I bought this book because Halo 5: Guardians ended on a huge cliffhanger, and I didn't want to wait until the next game to see what happened next. This book begins by telling us how Fireteam Osiris and Blue Team escaped Genesis, met Dr. Halsey on Sanghelios,
and then returned aboard Infinity. From there, Buck meets Dare, who puts him on a mission to hand over the whole group of Halo 3: ODST. The only person we don't see from Alpha-Nine is the Rookie, who was KIA at the Halo: New Blood events. Heck, even Sadie, the girl from the terminals of Halo 3: ODST, appears in the book. Why is
Spartan Locke the only main playable character, other than Master Chief, in Halo games that aren't dead? But the fact that the Recruit is dead is not the reason why I only give this book one star. That's the end of it. What this book says is that in the future, marriage has become so meaningless that a man and a woman can be married by
AI on board a ship. It's as bad as how Batman and Catwoman would have been married if she hadn't left him hanging at the proverbial altar. I realize that they are on the run from Cortana and The Created, but they could have at least had Captain Lasky do the honors; they even suggest that. Call me old-fashioned, but if I ever get the
chance to find the woman I want to spend the rest of my life with, I'm going to get married in a church. ... More... More
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